Welcome to GET

OWT!

Thanks for being a part of Get OWT! today. We’re glad you chose to come. Here
are just a few things we want you to know and think about:
•
•
•
•
•

Explore the activities in the pack with your family in your own time.
Please keep to the social distancing rules.
Familiarise yourself with our safety sheet.
Find a space to stop for a snack and/or drink.
Take photos of what you’ve been doing so we can share them
on our Facebook page. Please fill in the photo consent form and
hand it back to us.

Here are today’s

GET OWT! activities…

Fairy trail & scavenger hunt
Some small magical creatures have moved into
the woodland! Follow the trail to see how many
fairy and elf houses you can find. Have your
scavenger hunt sheet ready to tick off the things
you spot on the trail.
Just remember, don’t disturb the fairies!

Nature craft: fairy or elf crown
Collect leaves (avoid nettles), sticks and petals to
make your crown. Take the long strip of card in
your pack and peel off the double-sided tape.
Stick your leaves, sticks and flowers all the way
along, but leave a bit of sticky tape empty at the
end so you can stick one end to the other to
make a crown. Don’t forget to post pictures to
our Facebook page!

Nature craft: fairy wand
Make a fairy wand using an ordinary stick – collect
one on your walk around the woodland. Add leaves
and flowers, and the feathers, bell and ribbon in your
pack. Use the string or pipe cleaner to tie it all together.

Activity: fairy soup
Visit the Event Shelter and make some fairy soup. First
find some leaves and petals. Next collect a plastic bowl
and pour in some coloured water. Add lavender and a
sprinkle of glitter. Use a stick to stir it all up. Magical!
(Book a time slot for this fun activity.)

At home activities

• Read the story of the Elves and the Shoemaker – a lovely story about
doing something kind for others in secret!
• Make your own fairy door out of lollipop sticks. You can find lots of
tutorials online. Find a special spot to put it in your garden.

Some things to think about and chat about as a
family:
• Can you think of a good name for a fairy or an elf?
• In stories, fairies sometimes grant wishes. What would you wish for?
• Fairies and elves often do kind things in secret for others, what kind thing
could you do for someone without them knowing? Could you make a card or
some cakes for a neighbour or friend?
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